
Internal Memo 
 

From:  Office of the Chairman 
To:  Executive Director—Dr. Christian Madubuko 
Subject: Query—Unauthorized Operations and Unlawful Arrest of Our IGR 

Partner’s Staff (Bigly Oil and Gas Limited) and others. 
Date:  October 5, 2023 
 
Dear Madubuko, I will thank you to pay rapt attention to the following circumstances 
associated with your person: 
 

1. I received a report yesterday, from Mr. Ben Okafor an Executive Director in the 
Service, wherein my attention was drawn to the operations you carried out on 
October 4 and October 5 within the areas of Ayamelum, Onitsha North and 
Ogbaru whereof you conducted various arrests involving IGR collection Personnel 
of one of Authorised Partners—Bigly Oil and Gas Limited. Actions greatly 
considered inimical to the IGR efforts of the Service and the State in particular. 

 
2. You will recall, in my last conversations with your shortly after you returned from 

your overseas trip, I took you to the UHBET Centre and conducted you round that 
facility; showed you your new office location in that Centre, and intimated you that 
your job roles would now change to cover among others, New Business 
Development, Motor Licensing, Road Taxes and overseeing the UHBET 
Computer-Based Testing Facility (CBT). Additionally, I informed you that, as an 
Executive Director, you are NEVER to be engaged in any filed work again except 
where it becomes extremely necessary to do so. 

 
3. Similarly, arising from my initial memo to all directors, management, and every other 

staff of AiRS, no such actions involving interacting with any external parties should 
take place without the authorization of the Chairman.   

 
4. In another development, records from the head of admin showed that you are still in 

custody of three (3) of AiRS vehicles, namely 2 Siena buses and 1 truck, contrary to 
our vehicle fleet management policy of one officer – “one vehicle and others to the 
pool”. 

 
In the light of the above, can you please take immediate steps to address the following 
queries: 

a. You are to provide lucid explanations of your roles in issues in “1” above and why 
severe disciplinary actions cannot be taken against you. 
 

b. Upon satisfactory submission on issues no.1, you should take immediate steps to 
relocate your office to the UHBET Centre as provided and thereof conduct 
yourself in line with your new job roles. 

 
 



c. Provide reasonable and convincing undertaken that you will never engage with 
any external parties including AiRS Partners or their agents, the police, civil 
defense, DSS or the press without express approval of the Chairman. 
 

d. Finally, you should take immediate steps to return two (2) of he three (3) vehicles 
in your custody back to the office and hand over the keys to the head of Admin for 
effective fleet operations. 

 
 

. 
 

 
 

                                          October 6, 2023 
Greg U. Ezeilo, FCA, PhD, Chairman/Chief Executive Officer 

 
 
 
 


